Abstract. Over the last decade, numerous carsharing systems have been deployed around the world. Yet, despite this success, net profit margins of carsharing services are still insufficient due to a complicated demand modelling and high expenses for fleet redistribution. To address these problems, different carsharing paradigms (e.g., one-way versus free floating), operational models and pricing schemes have been proposed. In order to assess the effectiveness of these models and strategies, realistic simulation tools are needed that account for the main parameters that affect system performance. To this end, we have developed a generic software framework that caters for several flavours of carsharing services, such as hybrid systems where both one-way and free floating modes coexist. In addition, the proposed framework accounts for electric vehicles, power sharing capabilities, smart charging policies, booking services, fleet redistribution and membership management. Our tool is based on MATSim, an open-source platform for multi-agent traffic simulation. To validate our simulation model we will use a case study based on data from the 2006 Lyon conurbation household travel survey, which provides information about more than three million trips.
Introduction
Worldwide, the sharing economic is rapidly gaining momentum and it is typically identified with an economic model in which communities of people share access to goods and services, beyond one-to-one or singular ownership. Sharing economy can take a variety of forms, but shared transport systems are one of the fastest growing trends in terms of users and revenues. A recent study by Roland Berger Strategy Consultants [5] has shown that the most popular shared transport services, namely carsharing, ride-sharing, bike-sharing and shared-parking, experience market annual growth rates between 20% and 35%; revenues are expected to reach between 2 and 6 billion dollars for 2020.
Carsharing is not a novel concept but over the last decade, worldwide participation to carsharing has steadily grown and today carsharing services operate in hundreds of cities around the world. Various types of carsharing paradigms have been proposed, including two-way, one-way, and free floating systems. Both in two-way and one-way carsharing, shared vehicles can be picked up only at designated locations (called stations). In two-way carsharing (e.g., Zipcar, Modo), customers are required to drop-off the vehicle at the station where they have initially picked it up. This constraint is dropped in one-way carsharing. Examples of one-way carsharing are Autolib, Ha:Mo ride, CITIZ. A further step towards maximum flexibility for the users is represented by free floating carsharing (such as Car2go, DriveNow, Enjoy), in which the concept of stations disappears and cars can be picked up and dropped off in any public parking within the area covered by the service. While free floating systems provide customers with higher flexibility than station-based solutions, the latter have the advantage of facilitating access to parking spaces, which are typically scarce resources in congested and densely populated cities. It is worth mentioning that even free-floating carsharing systems have sometimes dedicated on-street and municipal parking-lot spaces within dense city regions.
Despite the success of carsharing services and the expected exponential growth of the carsharing market [5] , the economic viability of carsharing services is still an open issue due to asymmetric demand-offer problems (i.e. the unbalanced offer and demand of vehicles) and the high costs for fleet redistribution. It is important to point out that the planning and operation of carsharing systems is a complex task because it is very difficult to accurately model the dynamics of demand and supply processes. In fact, the availability of vehicles in a carsharing system is intrinsically dependent on trips that are demanded by the customers and vice-versa. In addition, there are several operational conditions that add uncertainties to the system about the future location of vehicles, e.g., how different pricing schemes impact users' decisions. Several optimisation approaches have been proposed to decide how to relocate vehicles in order to satisfy future (known a priori or predicted) customer demands [15, 11, 20] . Dynamic pricing schemes have been also proposed to incentive users to leave vehicles to locations in which there is a shortage of vehicles [7, 18, 17] . However, the efficiency of these solutions has not been convincingly demonstrated because existing analytical and simulation models of carsharing systems are limited in scope or based on simplified assumptions. Furthermore, they leave out some of the most important characteristics that affect the performance of real systems, such as service booking or traffic congestion.
The main purpose of this work is to develop a modular, expendable and easily customisable simulation model of carsharing systems, which considers all the main characteristics of existing and future carsharing services. Key features of our framework are summarised in Figure 1 and described in the following. First, we base the implementation of our framework on MATSim [3] , a popular open-source and agent-based traffic simulation platform, which supports dynamic traffic assignment, large scenarios and detailed modelling of transporta-tion networks. Our objective is to develop a relatively independent core model that includes all basic functionalities of a general carsharing system and to implement specific strategies as external components. In this way, the carsharing system can be easily customised without affecting the core model. It is important to point out that our simulation tool accounts for all the main characteristics of real carsharing services, including fleet redistribution and membership management, booking policies, and electric vehicles. Finally, our model is not limited to conventional station-based or free-floating carsharing systems, but it also includes emerging carsharing paradigms, such as hybrid systems, as well as new types of electric cars that can be stacked together. Specifically, in hybrid carsharing systems both free-floating and one-way usage modalities may coexist (e.g. if a station facility is full the customer may be allowed to leave the car on any available on-street parking). Furthermore, electric car prototypes have been recently released or are under development that can be folded together when parked or driven as a stacked train, such as MIT's Bit Car [19] , EO Smart [6] , or ESPRIT vehicle [2] . It is expected that the adoption of these vehicles in nextgeneration carsharing services can significantly improve the system manageability, for instance by allowing advanced power sharing policies or more efficient redistribution mechanisms. However, it is necessary to develop more advanced models to study the performance of such sophisticated carsharing systems, and this is one of the targets of our simulation platform.
A preliminary validation of the capabilities of our contribution to the MATSim framework we used the city of Lyon as case study. Specifically, we set up a simulation scenario using data from the 2006 Lyon conurbation household travel survey, which provides information about more than three million trips, and data from the Bluely system, a full electric one-way carsharing service that is operated in the city of Lyon. The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we overview the MATSim framework and discuss the limitations of existing models of carsharing. Section 3 is devoted to the description of the software architecture and functionalities of our proposed framework. Finally, Section 4 presents the case study we will be using for model validation and discusses the ongoing work.
2 Background on MATSim and the carsharing model
A brief MATSim description
The modelling of traffic simulation can be carried out at different levels of detail. One common approach is to model traffic as an aggregated flow of cars based on Origin-Destination matrix [16] . While it is a straightforward approach and does not require considerable computing resources, it does not allow the modelling of individuals' preferences and a detailed analysis of temporal-spatial traffic characteristics. In contrast, agent-based traffic simulation considers each individual as an agent, and in the case of MATSim the travel demand is described through an activity-based model [3] . This model describes individuals travel choices with plans containing information on their daily activities, such time and location of activities to be performed and transport mode to be used in order to travel from one location to another. This activity-chain can be assigned to each individual with specific socio-demographic attributes. Then, simulation is executed to characterise the traffic interactions between the different individual travel choices, which are constrained by a space-time network. Each of these activity-chains or plans are evaluated with a score at the end of each iteration, which contributes to the selection of plans for the next iterations. The replanning concept is based on a genetic algorithm where only fittest plans are kept and might undergo mutations. The latter is a way for individuals to improve the score of their plans by varying, for instance, transport mode, routes or departure time. The simulation continues to iterate until it relaxes as depicted by Figure 2 . Finally, MATSim enables the simulation of large scale scenarios by leveraging on queue-based models of traffic flows, which are significantly faster than microscopic continuous-time traffic models (e.g. car-following models) [13] . Specifically, each link of the road network is represented as queue that adopts a First In First Out service discipline.
It is then possible, with such a traffic simulation platform, to account for specific attributes and mobility decisions that dynamically influence the travel choices of individuals, which is needed to accurately model a carsharing system. In the following, we will discuss the existing carsharing contribution in MATSim to clarify its base concept and features, as well as its limitations.
Current Carsharing Contribution
The carsharing model had been introduced into MATSim since 2008 [8] and it has been applied in different studies over the years, such as [7, 10] . Three -Two-way, or round-trip, where a vehicle need to be returned to the station from where it was picked up. -One-way, where a vehicle can be dropped off at any station of the service.
-Free-Floating, where a vehicle can be picked and dropped at any station within the service area.
In the case of one-way carsharing service, the simulation model is portrayed graphically by Figure 3 and summarised by the following steps:
1. Booking Vehicle: after the agent finishes an activity, it starts looking for the closest station, within a search distance radius, that has an available (i.e., non-booked) vehicle. If an available vehicle is found then the agent books it, and this makes the vehicle immediately unavailable to other agents; 2. Access Walk : agent walks from its current location (e.g. home) to the selected station; 3. Pick Up: agent picks up the vehicles and frees the parking spot; 4. Booking Spot: agent looks for the closest station to his final destination with an available parking space and books it, which makes the spot unavailable for others; 5. Drive: agent drives the vehicle to the destination station while interacting with other vehicles on the network; 6. Drop Off : Agent drops off the vehicle on the booked spot, which terminates the rental period; 7. Egress Walk : agent starts walking towards the location of his next activity; 8. Finally, agent carries out the remaining of the daily plan.
In case of neither a vehicle is available nor a parking spot has been found, the agent aborts its plan and consequently the controller assigns the worst score to the plan. The individual can also decide to use other modes such public transport, bike or private car. Regarding the behavioural model, agents use a scoring function that assess their daily activity plans. In general, activities are evaluated positively with a utility function, whereas travelling is evaluated negatively with a dis-utility function [8] . As far as the carsharing transportation mode is concerned, the travel disutility function is composed of the following components: In addition to the scoring, the behavioural model of the carsharing contribution is based on two different replanning strategies: Carsharing Subtour Mode Choice Strategy and Random Trip To Carsharing Strategy. The former one changes the transportation mode of all the legs of a sub-tour 1 to a different mode from a list of possible modes [8] . Not that certain transportation modes, called chain-based modes in MATSim, require that a specific resource (e.g., a private car or a bike) is available all along the sub-tour (e.g., an agent can not drive his car back from work to home if he had not previously parked it there). The second strategy is to incite individuals to use the carsharing service by substituting randomly a leg mode, which should not be a chain-based mode, by a carsharing mode.
1 A sub-tour is any sequence of activities which starts and ends at the same location.
For example, the chain home -work -shop -work -leisure -home (where both work activities are performed at the same location) contains two sub-tours: homework-leisure-home and work-shop-work.
Limitations of existing carsharing models
From a software engineering viewpoint, MATSim is a highly modular and customisable platform that solve dependency problems by leveraging on dependency injection [14] using the Google Guice. The latter is a software framework that implements inversion of control for resolving dependencies [9] . It is important to point out that the modularity and extensibility of the simulation platform is critical for the carsharing modelling, because it allows system designer to assess different operational, business or demand models without having to radically change the main components of the carsharing implementation. MATSim already offers interfaces for redefining the mobility simulation, events, scoring functions, routing modules and replanning strategies. The current carsharing contribution existing in MATSim extends the mobility simulation core to support the carsharing environment that was discussed above. However, there are no software hooks for providing customisable code at each step of the carsharing simulation, which would allow users to implement more easily different strategies for booking, pick up, drop off, access & egress and driving. Furthermore, carsharing stations are currently implemented as simple containers of vehicles. Whereas, stations represent a critical component of a carsharing system (e.g., to support smart charging policies of electric vehicles). Thus, it might be more appropriate to consider station as a special type of stage activity 2 within a complex trip. Finally, a realistic simulation of a carsharing system would require to consider also real-time fleet relocation, stations with charging infrastructure, more sophisticated booking and membership management mechanisms (e.g., for implementing dynamic pricing schemes).
Based on the limitations of the current carsharing contributions (both in terms of architecture and functionalities) we have designed a new simulation model of carsharing that ensures the independence of the operational, business and demand sub-models from the core components of the system (Figure 1 ). In the following section, we describe in details the proposed framework.
A New Modelling Framework for Carsharing

Carsharing System Modelling
As explained above, the main goal of this work is to develop a simulation framework for carsharing that not only considers all main operational aspects of a real carsharing service, but should be also sufficiently flexible to accommodate the needs of next-generation carsharing systems (e.g. hybrid carsharing schemes, stackable vehicles, etc.). A prerequisite for flexibility is to design the corresponding software architecture in such a way that the "core" model is separated from the specific operational strategies. In fact, this approach facilitates system designers to assess and compare different models. However, before discussing our proposed software architecture, let us first introduce all the key new features of our modelling framework for carsharing. Then, the following section will be devoted to explain how each of these general functionalities is implemented within the different software modules that compose our proposed carsharing model.
-Conventional, floating and charging stations: In our framework a station is a set of parking spaces that can be organised according to a specific physical layout and spatial constraints (e.g., to model a FIFO approach for vehicle pick up and drop-off). Each station keeps track of both demand and usage patterns and maintains information about vehicle availability and status (e.g., non-operational, booked, charging, etc.). A special type of stations, called floating stations, have been also implemented. Specifically, a floating station is a kind of virtual station that is used to model a vehicle dropped off anywhere else than a conventional station (e.g. to model a system that allows customers to leave the rented vehicles on on-street parking if the destination station is full). This features helps in modelling a variety of hybrid carsharing services in which both one-way and free floating carsharing approaches are employed. Finally, a station can be equipped with a charging infrastructure to enable the modelling of electric vehicles. We have implemented a variety of charging spot models, including multiple outputs multiple cables charging (MOMC) spots. MOMC spots have multiple cables which can charge several electric vehicles simultaneously, enhance the utilisation of the charging infrastructure and reduce investment costs [12] . Note that if a vehicle runs out of battery during the mobility simulation, then the plan is aborted and the vehicle disappears from the simulation.
-Electric and stackable vehicle: A shared vehicle can be an electric or hybrid car with associated specific energy consumption models. In case of electric vehicles, we assume that a vehicle is available only if the state of charge is above a certain threshold. An important novelty of our modelling framework is to allow the simulation of stackable vehicles, i.e., vehicles that can be mechanically and electrically connected and can be driven as a road train. These new generation of electric vehicles is expected to have a significant impact on the performance of future carsharing systems, especially for more efficient fleet relocation. For instance, in the European Project ESPRIT [2] is currently ongoing the prototyping of a lightweight electric vehicle for short trips in urban areas that can be stacked together in a road train of up to eight vehicles, seven being towed (see Figure 4 for an illustration of the ESPRIT prototype vehicle). This makes easier to redistribute them to locations where they are most wanted (a single staff can relocated multiple vehicles simultaneously). Furthermore, when parked at the stations they can be charged through the train electric connection and support dynamic load balancing. This can increase the carsharing operators' revenues by reducing the cost of installation (only one charging supply equipment to serve multiple parking spaces), while supporting, due to their small size, the growing demand for charging spots. In practice, in our framework a stackable vehicle is modelled as a trailer that is assigned to a head vehicle to form a road train. Thus, when a road train is being relocated to a different station, the vehicle to be relocated should be detached from the station and attached to the head vehicle.
-Vehicle booking: The booking procedure is a critical management task for the carsharing provider. While the possibility to reserve a vehicle helps carsharing providers to predict future demands, they are also mandated to ensure vehicle availability at the requested time, which makes vehicle relocation even more compelling. In our framework, the booking procedures are executed during the mobility simulation for agents who have chosen to use carsharing as one of their transportation modes. We support two types of booking services: early booking and immediate booking. With early booking an agent can place a booking request a few hours before the desired starting time of the carsharing trip (e.g., up to 12 hours). In this case, the booking process requires the starting time, as well as the source/destination of the trip. As better explained in the following, the booking system provides the customer with a single option or with multiple offers depending on the rental model and the relocation strategy that is implemented (user-based vs. operator based). It is worthwhile to mention that an available vehicle means that a vehicle is not booked, operational and its state-of-charge is above a critical threshold. Since both the source and destination are provided, the booking system can estimate the amount of required energy to successfully complete the trip. In case of insufficient battery, the system warns the agent during the booking process.
With immediate booking, the agent search for an available vehicle at the time he needs it. Then, he may decide to book a Full Booking where both vehicle to pick up and parking space. If the agent accepts one of the offers he received from the car sharing system, he should receive a confirmation and starts the access walk towards the source station. Otherwise, the user might ask for another offer. The agent can also decide to drive to his destination without pre-booking a parking space at the final station, or booking it later on during the rental period, which is considered as Partial Booking. At this stage the only required information is the source of the trip. In the case of immediate booking, the booked vehicles are immediately made unavailable for subsequent customers and the walking time needed to reach the start station is included in the booking time. Note that the plan of the agent is aborted if he declines all received offers, unavailability of vehicles, booking time expiration, etc. The plan abortion results in assigning to that plan the worst score.
-Real-time vehicle relocation: The most part of the carsharing modelling lies in the mobility simulation, where individuals have to book, search for available vehicles, walk to/from stations and drive. In the mobility simulation is also implemented the modelling of the fleet relocation procedures. Two different approaches are modelled: operator-based and user-based [20] . In operator-based solution a separate staff is assumed that is dedicated to the relocation activities. In this case, the relocation strategy consists of decisions made by the system manager on which vehicles to relocate and how to assign staff to task relocation. The possibility to use stackable vehicles add additional degrees of freedom (and complexity) in the decision process. On the contrary user-based relocation strategies make use of monetary incentives or bonus models for suggesting to customers alternative destinations than the preferred ones. It is also possible that an already driving customer is asked to pick up a second vehicle with him (taking advantage of the stackable capabilities of vehicles), thus also contributing to the rebalancing the system supply. To study the trade-off between incentive schemes for user relocation and staff planning for relocation is part of our future work.
-Rental model: The definition of different dynamic pricing schemes and rental models is supported to assess the impact of tariffs and monetary incentives discount on the performance of the carsharing service and its decision support system (e.g., user-based relocation, free-floating trips, multiple offers). In the rental model we also include the membership management. This includes the specification of the behavioural model of each customer, which specifies how that customer react to system offers and booking constraints.
-Demand model: Typically, the demand model is concerned with the generation/import of the transportation network, activity locations, synthetic population and their initial travel plans. We have extended the conventional demand model to include features that relevant to the carsharing model, such as personal preferences of carsharing usage, characteristics of shared vehicles, station and charging infrastructure.
-Agent behaviour model: In our framework, the first stage of agents behaviour during mobility simulation is the access walk, which includes the walking leg towards the carsharing station. Before starting the walking leg, the agent performs the booking. Once an agent reaches the location of the selected vehicle, an event is triggered to start the second stage of the carsharing mobility simulation, i.e., the carsharing drive. As describe above, in the case of immediate booking, the agent can provide a destination point but it is up to the agent to drop off the vehicle at the suggested stations or anywhere else.
Furthermore, the carsharing system might invite an agent to take a second car with him. Then, the agent starts the driving leg towards the destination. The plan is aborted when an agent declines an offer, does not find a drop-off station or the vehicle runs out of energy. Once an agent drops off the vehicle the third and last stage of the carsharing mobility simulation starts, i.e., the egress walk. The agent starts walking to the next activity or next trip (in the case of last kilometre carsharing). The rental is ended and summarising trip information are logged. For the sake of completeness and to better illustrate the sequence of agent's decisions that are made during the mobility simulation, in Figure 5 we show the workflow of the mobility simulation with a UML activity diagram. As shown in the diagram, each iteration of the mobility simulation consists in processing an element of the agent activity plan iteratively. Therefore, at the end of an activity or a leg the agent reflects about the next step. For instance, when an agent completes the execution of the access station activity, he has to pick up the car and starts driving. The agent behaviour model offers the flexibility not only to pick up and drop off in stations, but also nearby an activity location.
Therefore, an agent can undertake not only direct trips -station to station -but also indirect trips where the agent can drop off vehicle nearby shopping mall, for example, so that he can pick it up back later on. Conventional transportation modes (private cars, public transports, bikes, walking) are handled by the MATSim default flow. When a leg uses the carsharing mode the workflow described in Figure 6 is invoked. First of all, the flow starts with booking verification since agents who choose plans that contain carsharing legs can decide to make an early booking or an immediate booking. In the former case, the simulation has already all the booking information (departure station, destination station, trip time), and the agent can immediately start the access. In the latter case, which is shown in Figure 6 the agent first searches for an available car, asks for an offer and books the vehicle if the offer is accepted. If the offer is declined or no car is available the travel plan is aborted and he obtains the worst score. Regarding the booking model, on the one hand the system can suggest personalised offers to each individual, for instance to incentivise users to participate to the vehicle relocation program. On the other hand, each agent is characterised by his own preferences regarding carsharing use. For instance, some agents would prefer to minimise travel costs by carsharing, which makes them more willing to drop-off the vehicle at a less favourite station. While other agents would prefer comfort and maintain their favourite departure and destination stations or accept to drive in a free floating mode.
Software Architecture
The design of a software architecture that is sufficiently flexible and independent from the carsharing operational model will require lightweight containers that enable to assemble components into a cohesive system. These containers are governed by a common pattern that characterises the way the components wiring is performed, and it is referred to as Inversion of Control (IoC) or more specifically as Dependency Injection [9] . This concept will be more apparent within the new modelling framework for carsharing with a UML Component Diagram, as shown in Figure 7 . Three main layers can be identified on the diagram. First, the MATSim layer is the base software component for traffic simulation, which, in turn, is based largely on the dependency injection design pattern [14] . The second layer consists of the core modules (blue boxes in Figure 7 ) of the carsharing model, which set the environment for the simulation. In other words, it is an interface that translates the carsharing operational models into a traffic simulation, which is then controlled by the specific rules of the carsharing system. The third layer is a set of models and strategies (green boxes in Figure 7 ) that describe the operational models that the system designer wants to assess, the demand model to be simulated and the behavioural model to be considered. These three layers are wired by inversion of control, so that MATSim retains the control to the carsharing system and, in turn, it injects dependency into the third layer. In addition, every component of the system core is disaggregated and control is centralised within the carsharing manager. In the following we present the main software components of our framework.
-Models: They represent the lightweight containers for energy, relocation, demand, rental, user choice and vehicle models, which help at injecting dependency into the third layer.
-Carsharing Manager: It serves as an access point and data management entity for all information related to the simulated carsharing service. Basically, it contains a mapping of customers and vehicles, in addition to a tree data structure for stations with geolocated information. Each of the three key features of the carsharing systems (customers, fleet, stations) are represented with a generic interface that injects dependency into the multiple instances that implement those interfaces. For instance, a station can be either a conventional charging station or a floating station but its representation is based on the same model. Stations are also characterised by power supply information and a vehicle container model. Similarly, vehicles can have different features too with a specific energy consumption and balancing model. Customers entity help to keep track of the carsharing usage, since the customer is identified by an id, geographic coordinates and socio-demographic information which can be monitored not only over iterations but even over entirely different simulations set-ups. The manager has also access to all the models, booking service as well as to the logging service that generates the carsharing event file for post-analysis. -Carsharing Agent: Describes the agent behaviour workflow. This component has access to the carsharing manager and it is governed by the simulation model discussed previously in Figure ? ?.
-Carsharing Listener: When a carsharing event is fired during the mobility simulation, the same event is captured and handled by the listener. It describes also the carsharing simulation model, where booking as well as operators and users' decisions are made. To validate our modelling approach of carsharing systems we use a real-world scenario for the city of Lyon. Our test case is built using real traffic demands for the metropolitan area of Lyon based on data from the 2006 Lyon conurbation household travel survey). More precisely, the traffic demand is originally provided in terms of two OD matrices, representing the travel modes and travel purposes between 148 different traffic zones in the metropolitan area of Lyon. As shown in Figure 8 , we focus our study only on Lyon downtown, because this is the service area of Bluely, a one-way station-based carsharing provider that operates in Lyon. The simulated area includes 56 zones (in the figure zone borders are shown with red polygons). According to the travel survey, during a typical working day, almost 3 million trips have an origin or destination within the considered 56 zones. As discussed [4] , generating plausible daily activity chains from OD matrices is a complex task and it generally requires the integration of census and sociodemographic data from various sources, as well as simplifying assumptions. For instance, census data can be used to generate a synthetic population, including population groups (e.g., children, workers, non-workers, pensioners), spatially distribution among zones and household compositions. Similarly business census data can provide the number of workplaces, as well as shopping, leisure and education facilities, which can be randomly deployed within each zone. For simplicity we have only used the OD matrices to derive a preliminary travel demand for the Lyon scenario. More precisely, OD matrices are used to derive the trip shares between each pair of zones and to assign a purpose to each trip (i.e., home-work-home, or home-education-home, and home-leisure-home). Then, we also assume that the temporal distribution of opening times and durations of each activity type is known. Finally, we assign an agent to each trip departing from a zone and we randomly locate the agent in the initial zone. The total number of agents in our simulation is 100,000. Following these steps, we have obtained the modal share depicted by Figure 9 .
Validation and Ongoing Work
Regarding the station infrastructure of the carsharing system, we consider the locations of the real Bluely stations (104 stations within Lyon downtown), all equipped with a charging point. In each scenario, the total number of parking spaces in the car sharing network is assume to be two times the fleet size. Then, parking spaces are uniformly assigned to each station. The carsharing membership is assumed to be a function of the distance to the car sharing stations: the closest the agent to the station and the higher the probability to be a member of the carsharing. Specifically, the distance between the user and the station should not be longer than 500m. Finally, we compare three different scenarios in which three, six and nine vehicles per station are deployed, as well as a fourth scenario where free floating is also allowed. The objective is to observe the performance of the carsharing system for various system capacities.
The results obtained from the simulation of the above-described scenarios are reported in Figures 10,11,12 First of all, we analyse the change in the modal share after introducing the car sharing, which are reported in Figures 10 . The results show that the carsharing mode is a "weak signal" in teh transportation network , as the usage of carsharing is limited by the relatively small fleet of vehicles with respect to the number of travellers. We can also observe the increase in modal share when increasing the carsharing fleet. For instance the modal share increases by 70% with a fleet size of 624 vehicles and by 90% with 936 vehicles when compared to the results for a fleet size of 312 vehicles. The enablement of the free floating option in Figure 10 (b), as a way to offer the possibility of dropping off vehicle anywhere in the studied area, has also led to a 30% increase of the carsharing modal share.
The results of Figure 11 show the increasing number of simultaneous trips when enlarging the fleet size. However, the fraction of simultaneous trips rep- resent only about 30% of fleet size in the scenario of 312 vehicles. While the fraction decreases when more vehicles are in the system. This means that fleet is not well distributed around the studied area, and vehicles relocation strategies are to be implemented to ensure a better availability.
On one hand, the trips histogram in Figure 12 confirms the results above, where number of rotation per vehicle is relatively high when comparing to real world systems. In other words, same vehicles are being used all the time, while it is not the case for others. On the other hand, we can clearly observe that the number of rotation decreases when fleet is larger. Regarding the case of free floating, we note a tendency of vehicles used less frequently, such that more than 20 vehicles are used only once. This is due to the fact that some agents might have dropped off vehicles in locations that rarely receive other carsharing requests.
At last, the histogram in Figure 13 shows the distribution of the amount of energy consumed per trip. It is interestingly to note that there are negligible differences between the results for different fleet size. This can be explained by observing that the energy consumption mainly depends on the mobility patterns of the carsharing trips. Thus, increasing the fleet size has not a significant impact on the length of car sharing trips.
Conclusion
The main contribution of this work is the development of a new simulation model of carsharing systems for MATSim, an urban-scale and activity-based multiagent modelling framework of multi-modal transportation systems. Our module supports the modelling of various interrelated components of generic carsharing systems, including booking services, fleet redistribution, charging policies and membership management. In addition, we also included new carsharing paradigms such as mixed systems (free-floating and station-based), and stackable vehicles. To evaluate our model we used a scenario with real travel data from the city of Lyon.
As an ongoing work we intend to use our modelling framework for providing an initial estimate of the usage patterns of the carsharing service under different operational parameters and procedures. Specifically, we will assess the impact of the charging infrastructure and vehicle parameters (i.e., number of charging points, maximum charging power, battery capacity) on the operational time of electric shared vehicles. Our findings can provide a guidance to the system designers for deriving an optimal configuration of the charging station to minimise investment costs. In addition, we will provide a first analysis of simple heuristics for vehicle relocation. A first intuitive approach would be to relocate vehicles by moving them from full stations to empty stations at certain times of the day (e.g., peak hours) if the driving distance is below a given threshold (e.g., to limit battery consumption and to guarantee fast relocation). Alternatively, relocation could be carried out by those users, whose destinations are close to an area/station with an insufficient supply of vehicles. The amount of monetary incentives that are needed to encourage such users to participate in the relocation activity could be easily estimated.
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